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New development - Sold out
Nueva Andalucia Apartments
Contemporary off-plan apartment project in Nueva Andalucia
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OVERVIEW

A boutique development offering exclusive properties,
each with a unique design and luxury finishes.

In the foothills of the Sierra Blanca Mountain range, overlooking the sparkling
Mediterranean Sea and the deep green rolling Golf Valley of Nueva Andalucia, we find
this boutique new development with 18 properties to buy off plan.

The development offers residents facilities such as communal tropical gardens and
infinity pools with a cascading water feature, a security service and an underground
car park with a parking space and storage room included with each apartment. The
apartments currently available to buy off plan have been carefully positioned to
enjoy optimal views and natural light.

Each home has a unique layout and key features include spacious, open-plan living
areas with floor-to-ceiling patio doors which retract completely into the wall,
opening the living space to the exterior terrace, effortlessly extending the living
space and making the most of the wonderful Marbella climate.

The ultra modern kitchens feature Silestone work surfaces, white lacquered soft-
close units and appliances by Siemens or Bosch. High quality marble flooring
features throughout and the marble bathrooms have stone sinks, Villeroy and Bosch
fittings, rain showers, wet room style showers and underfloor heating.

Some of the properties have their own private plunge pool and all of them include air
conditioning and pre installation of automated home systems.

An ideal choice for a luxury residence on the Costa del Sol in a small, refined complex
with enviable views.

lucasfox.com/go/nueva-andalucia-lm

Swimming Pool, Private garage, Parking,
Security, New build, Air conditioning
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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